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ABSTRACT 
This paper assesses the iinpact of trade and technology on Belgian industrial 
employment. A frainework is developed which incoi-porates  employment effects 
of (i) export expansion (ii)  impost competition and (iii) labour saviilg produc- 
tivity iinproveineilts. In this context, evidence is found for the hypothesis that 
international trade induces adjiistments in technology. 
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Centre Universitaire du Luxembourg. In recent years, a growing nuniber of articles investigate the impact 
of international trade on labour inarltets. Most of the papers focus 
on the US experience and view international trade specialisation as 
one possible  explanation why  relative  wages  and  employment 
prospects of iinskilled  worlters ha-ve deteriorated. Although dis- 
senting opinions exist (Wood (1994)), the consensus view is that 
international trade only plays a iiiinor role and that the primary dri- 
ving force of US labour markets trends is sltill-biased technologi- 
cal change (Berman, Bound and Griliches (19941, ICrugman and 
Lawrence (1  996)). 
This paper  studies the impact nf  iiiternatinna!  trade  vil  srctora! 
employment in Belgium. There are three valid reasons for doing so. 
First, Belgium is one of the most open economies in the world ecoil- 
omy with an export/GDP ratio of 88% in 2000 coinpared to  10% 
in the US1.  Kruginan (1995) ainong others argues that the evolutioil 
of exports and iinports cannot explain US labour market develop- 
meiits because the US econoiny is just not open enough for trade to 
matter a lot. Surning this argument around, we expect significant 
employment effects from trade in Belgium. In other words, trade is 
likely to be relevant for Belgian employment. This hypothesis is 
widely shared by Belgiail policy-inakers and business representatives 
w110  experience living in an international environment as a fact of 
everyday life. 
T'ne second motivation for considering Beigium is that it represents 
a typical example of a European economy with rigid labour marltets. 
In 2001, the Belgian unemployinent rate stood at 6.9%'.  Minimuin 
wages, strong unions  and other iilstitutional features prevent wages 
from going down in order to bring down unemployineilt (Van Pouck 
and Van Roinpuy (1995)). As pointed out by several authors (Davis 
(1998), Nicltell and Bel1 (1996)) employment levels rather than rela- 
tive wages wil1 absorb trade shocks in those circuinstances. Moreover, 
tlie  reallocation  between  sectors  in  Belgiuin  and  several  otlieïs 
European countries is slow and quite liinited due to insufficient labour 
inobility and generous unemployment  benefits  (see Decressin and 
Fatas (1995), for a comparison of the US and the European experi- 
ence). This justifies  a  detailed  look  at  trade-related  einployinent 
changes at the sectoral level and would imply that the assumption of 
full labour mobility in conventional trade models serves at best as a loiig-run approximation. 111  the Belgian  case, it is also important to 
consider liiring and firing costs which make changes in einployment 
more difficult. 
A third  and final reason for  considering Belgium  concerns  the 
dichotoiny  between  technica1  change  and  international  trade  that 
underlies the debate on US labour market developments. International 
trade  and  technological  progress  are  seen  as  mutually  exclusive 
explanations of einployinent changes. In Belgium however, business 
leaders and company surveys usually erilphasise the link between 
international  trade  and the  introduction  of  new  technologies  and 
production  methods  (see Abraham  and  Konings  (1999)). Export 
expansion gives rise to productivity  gains and in the case of import 
competition compafiies rnay eend  ~p restnichiring, Theoretically speak- 
ing, this meaiis that trade variables influence productivity and there- 
fore indirectly affect employment. Hence, a distinction should be made 
between direct aild technology-induced  indirect effects of trade on 
einployinent. An  innovation of this paper is to develop a frameworlt 
that allows us to empirically distinguish between tliose direct and indi- 
rect effects. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next 
paragraph, we analyse the relation between trade, technology  and 
labour niarkets based on the existing theoretica1 and empirica1 litera- 
ture. In Section 11,  we derive  a European model  for einployment 
adjustments that serves as the basis for the enipirical work. The third 
section presents the estiination results. The paper ends with a summary 
of rhe inain insighis. 
11.  REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Hecltsher-Ohlin-Saniuelson  (HOS) theory is the most cominon 
framework to address the einployinent effects of trade. This tlieory is 
based on assumptions of perfect intersectoral niobility of al1 produc- 
tion factors and full en?ployinent3.  International trade leads -  through 
a world-wide  eq~~alisation  of product  prices -  to  a specialisation 
according the relative abundance of production factors. 
In a stylised version of the model that is typically applied to indus- 
trialised countries like Belgiuin, two types of labour (skilled and 
unskilled) are employed in a skill-intensive  export  sector  and an 
iinport-coiiipeting  sector  with  relatively  more  unskilled  labour. From  a  sectoral perspective,  an  expansion  of  trade  leads  to  an 
increase in demand for goods of the export sector which creates new 
jobs in this sector. We  define the positive relation between an expan- 
sion of export deiiiand and total sectoral employlnent as tlie export 
derizar?d effect. 
On  the  otlier  hand,  the  import-coinpeting  sector  experiences 
increased competition froin countries with  a i-elative ahundance of 
cheap unskilled  labour. Diìe to iiiiport  coinpetition, jobs  are  lost. 
The negative impact of import conipetition on total sectoral employ- 
inent is called the import conzpetitioiz e&t  iii this paper. 
In the HOS fraineworlt, laid-off workers reallocate from the iinport 
competing to the export sector maintaining hl1  einployment of sltilled 
and ~iiiskilled  labour at the expense of declining relative Iniages  for 
unsltilled  worlters. This  is  clearly  a  less  suitable  assumption  for 
Belgium and several other unionised European countries that are char- 
acterised by  downward wage rigidity and low inter-sectoral labour 
mobility. 
Building on tlie work of Brecheï (19741, Davis (1998) coiisiders 
trade between the US economy with flexible wages and Europe where 
a minimum wage results in unemployinent of unskilled labour. Iii such 
a setting, trade primarily causes adjustinents in (uii)einploynient rather 
than in relative wages. More specifically, rising iiiiports of uiiskilled- 
intensive products result in lay-offs of uiiskilled worlters who reniain 
~lnemployed  afterwards. As a consequence, import competition results 
in an increase of the einploynient ratio of skilled versus unsltilled 
wurlieïs  in tlie  ecoiîomy. tvr. labei &is  adjustinent  as the  izuman 
capital effect of  international trade. 
Tlie import coiiipetition and export deinand effects arise naturally 
in a theoretical  fraineworlt that analyses the role of uiiions  in the 
transmission  of trade shocks (Brander and Spencer (1988), Driffil 
and van  der  Ploeg  (1995)  Gaston  aiid  Treffler  (1995)  Huizinga 
(19931, Mezzetti aiid Dinopoulos (1991), Naylor (1998) aiid Vandeii- 
bussche and Konings (1998)). While the theoretical set-up of the 
silodel varies, these papers are cast in terms of inter-finin rivalry in 
one iiidustry. Import cosnpetitioii takes tlie foriii of a decline in out- 
put or iiiarket share of the domestic firm with respect to its foreign 
competitor(s). In a straiglitforward way, tliis leads to the domestic 
reduction iii the sectoral  employinent level captured by tlie  import 
competition  effect. The  export  demand  effect  follows froin  the 
fact that trade  iiitegratioii offers domestic firins the opportunity to penetrate in the foreign inarket, raising exposts aiid sectoral einploy- 
inent iii the home countiy. 
T~irniiig  to the iinpact of teclinology  on employnient, the type of 
techiiological progress matters a lot. The trade-related literature pays 
inost attention to the hypothesis of sltill-biased technological progress 
due to tlie introduction of new informatioii techiiologies. Coinpanies 
rcly more o11  educated  employees aiid have less need  for ~ii~skilled 
workers.  This  raises  tlie  relative  employinent  of  sltilled  versus 
unsltilled workers and heiice  aiiiounts to a hur7zan  capita1 effect of 
technology in al1 sectors where  skill-biased technologies are intro- 
duced. If sucli technological  progress  is widespread, changes in the 
ski11 intensity of iiiost iiidustries will be observed, even if little HOS- 
driven inter-sectoïal reallocation takes place. 
Essential  iii tlie Belgian context  is  labozrr-saving technological 
progress. The high labour costs in the Belgian econoiny are coinpen- 
sated by cost reductions initiated by process  innovation where new 
labour-saving  production  processes  are  introduced.  Usually,  this 
involves iiivestments in new machines. These investment costs in new 
inachines  are, in  contrast  to the  labour  costs, fixed  costs  for the 
Belgian companies  and  are spread  over a large  production  scale. 
Consequently, tlie coinpanies'  average costs decline (Abraham and 
Verret (1996)). The induced gains in productivity go hand in hand 
with  falling  total  einployiiient  at  the  time where  the  firins  adopt 
tlie  new  technology.  Likely,  labour-saving  teclinological  progress 
will be more pronounced  in sorne sectors than in others. Often the 
labour-saving technologies are biased  agaiiist unskiiled woríters, in 
which case the reduction in employmeiit  is borne by tliis group of 
employees. By contrast, technological progress caii also be lubour- 
uugmenting. Investineilts in R&D may yield iiew andlor higher qual- 
ity products which strengthen the position of companies on the hoine 
and the world iiiarltets aiid hence create jobs. 
To a large extent tbe empirica1 literature nieasures the contribution 
of iiltemational trade to (i) the decliniiig relative wage of unsltilled 
versus  sltilled labour that is observed iii the US and (Ii) tlie shift in 
labour demand froni unsltilled to sltilled worlters i11 the US and sev- 
eral European countries including Belgiuin. 
There is no consensus on a coiiiinon inethodological  approach in 
empirica1 work (for a susvey see Slaughter and Swagel(1997)). Prodiict 
price studies relate relative wages and relative employrnent changes to 
tlie  intei-national price  evolution  of unskilled-labour-inteiisive  and skilled-intensive goods. The adjustments in good prices are assumed to 
reflect the inipact of trade specialisation and trade integration3. In the 
factor content approach the aniounts of skilled and unskilled labour 
embodied in expost aiid impoi-t flows are computed using input-output 
tables5. Finally, Berrnaii, Bound and Griliches (1994) attsibute employ- 
ment reallocation of low- to high-skill itldustries to trade specialisa- 
tion while skill-biased technolcgical progress  is assumed to change 
skill demands withiil industries. 
In spite of the different inethodologies, the findings of the various 
studies  are  quite  robust  (see  Slaughter  and  Swagel  (1997)  and 
Slaughter (1998) for a survey of the einpirical results). International 
trade  only  explains  a  modest  part  of  the  evolution  of  relative 
wages and relative employmerit of skilled versus unsltilled labour. 
Slcill-biased technological progress  appears to be tlie niain  driving 
force. In our teimiilology, there is no evidence for the hunian capital 
effect of international trade but the hunian capital effect of technology 
seems to play an important role. 
Few  studies  concentrate  on the  trade-related  total  employment 
changes at the sectoral level but focus rather on the relative position 
of skilled and unskilled worlters. Exceptions are Revenga (1992) for 
the US and Neven and Wyplosz (1 999) for the Gei-nian, French, Italian 
and UK inanufacturing sector who use a product price methodology 
and focus on the iinport competition effect. Revenga finds a statisti- 
cally significant but smal1 iinpact of impost prices on sectoral employ- 
ment. Neven and Wyplosz find no clear pattern for the HOS effect of 
iiilport  competition on employment but  they do observe a drastic 
restnicturing  in unslcilled labour intensive industries. The work by 
Freeman and Revenga (1999) and by Larre (1995) draw a direct link 
between trade flows and employment in OECD countries. This has 
tlie advantage of not haviiig to use international price data which are 
often of lower quality than tlie reported trade volumes (see Slaugliter 
and Swagel (1997), p.17-18). Like most of the empirica1 research, 
those  studies find only smal1 labour marlcet  adjustinents to inteina- 
tional trade. 
A growing literature looks at tlie relation between iiitemational trade 
aild productivity. As one of the first, Wood (1994) asserted that inter- 
national competition leads firnis in the advailced econoinies to raise 
productivity by fociising on labour-saving innovations. This implies 
that there is an indirect negative employment effect which we cal1 in 
this paper the pr*oductiviíy effect of international fi*ade  on emplojime~t. Looking at this reasoning n~ore  carefully, the trade-related produc- 
tivity effect o11 einploymeiit requires: (i) exports andlor iiiiport coni- 
petition  affect technology  (measured by productivity)  and (ii) this 
increase in prodiictivity affects employment. Note that, in principle, 
the first condition can go in botli directions. On the one hand, domes- 
tic conipanies  may  iiot be  able to cope witli foreign competitioii. 
In this case, interiial restsuct~aring  iii the fonn of lay-offs does not keep 
up with the decline in sales so that domestic firrns are coiifronted with 
falling productivity. Tliis situation is plausible with large hiring and fir- 
iiig costs whicli are present iii the European ecoiloiiiies (sec Bertola 
(1990),  Grubb  and  Wells  (1993),  Bentolila  and  Bertola  (1990), 
Garibaldi  (1998) and Booth (1997)). Such liiriiig  and firing costs 
~nani'uigi~~ouslji  decreâse employment variation ir, respmse to variaus 
econoniic slioclts.  On the  other hand, trade  may induce firms to 
successf~~lly  introduce productivity-enhancing technologies. For the 
US, Beniard and Jensen ((1999a) and (1999b)) find no evidence for 
a positive impact of exports on productivity. Causality goes in the 
other  direction: more productive  firms  become  better  exporters. 
Although the regression results of Lawrence (2000) are very sensi- 
tive to specificatioii and estimation teclinique, impost competition has 
a positive impact on US total factor productivity (TFP). The impact 
is  even  larger  in  unsltilled-iiltensive  industries  and  on  average 
stronger i11 industries competing with developiiig countries. With 
studies for Europe laclting, we further explore tlie link between iiiter- 
national trade and productivity. We  also go a step further by explic- 
itly computiiig the employment effects of trade-relatcd  productivity 
changes. 
111.  A EUROPEAN MODEL FOR TRADE ADJUSTMENTS 
A. The set-up of  the model 
In the following pages, we propose a European model for eiiiploy- 
ment  adjustn~ents  which explicitly relates changes in  labour aiid 
total factor productivity  to exports a~id  iniports in addition to cap- 
turing the export deiiiand aiid import competition effects on sectoral 
employinent. Tliis model serves as a background for tlie empirica1 
analysis which is the primary focus of this paper. We  consider one 
representative  sector for which a model of monopolistic competition is constructed. Product differentiatioli is consistent with tlie obser- 
vation that the EU-countries' trade with each other and the rest of 
the world is inainly of the intra-industry type. In our derivations, the 
subscript i refers to a specific country. Assume that there are m coun- 
tries. In each country, there are n, identical firms in the representative 
industry. Therefore, firms within the saine country charge the sanie 
price. 
The worldwide real consumption (X) of the products of a represen- 
tative industry is expressed in a Dixit-Stiglitz franiework. In tlie fol- 
lowing expression, X, refers to the sectoral production  of country  i 
Because of the assumption of n, identical firms in the sector of this 
country i, X, equals n,x,  where x, denotes the production  of an indi- 
viciital firnl. c (with v>  1) is the elasticity of substihtion. 
Staildard utility maximisation (see Dixit and Stiglitz (1977)) yields 
the following demand function for the output of country i: 
with p, as  the  price  which  prevails  for  al1  firms  in  country 
I 
as the price index of manufacturing consumption 
and E =p,X,  as the worldwide expenditures on tlie products of  the 
representative sector. The inverse demand functioii is then equal to: 
Next, we turn to the supply side of the iiiodel. Total costs of an indi- 
vidual firin in country i are the suin of fixed costs (F,)  and variable 
costs C,. The variable costs are determined by the cost of labour (w,) 
and capital (r,).  For the variable cost fuilction, a Constant Returns to 
Scale Cobb-Douglas function is used (see Varian (1984), p. 29). Therefore, the total costs c,"'~  are: 
where K,  = y:".  (l  -  j;) 
(7, -  1) 
In this expression, A, refers to technological progress aiid K, refers to 
a constant. When using expression (4), declining average costs aiid 
econornies of scale are iiltroduced. The profits of an individual finn 
are given by: n,  = pi$ -  C?'.  From expression  (3) and assuining 
that firms are sufficiently smal! so that tl~ey  are not ~ible  to influence 
aggregate production when their individual production rises, the per- 
ceived elasticity of demand equals o. When c, denotes marginal costs, 
the first order condition reduces to: 
Conibiniilg expressions  (3) and (5) gives tIze  equilibrium  sectoral 
demandJoutput of a representative sector in country i: 
For deriving the conditional labour demand (l,) of an individual firin, 
we apply Shepard's lemma to (4): 
,,-l  l-;,j 
1 =K.A'.~.  .  'X,  (7) 
Because firins witliin a sector are identical, total sectoral einployinent 
eqiials Li = ?.i1  .li: 
1  >,-l  l-;,,  Li=Ki.A,  .y,.w;'  .q  .Xi  (8) Substihlting (6) into (8) and using the expression for ci, labour demand 
of a representative sector reduces to: 
in (Li)  = G,+  o.ln(E)-  (o- l).ln(a  (9) 
-(y,(o- l)+  l)ln(wi)-(l  -yi).(a- l).ln(vi) 
+(O-  l).ln(Aij 
with 
B.  The export dernaizd effecr 
In equation (9), the variable E captures tlie effect of ai1 expansion in 
worldwide expenditures on sectoral employment. According to the 
theoretica1 model where o is larger than 1, we expect that an increase 
in this variable positively influences sectoral labour demand. For the 
purpose of this paper, we relate this variable E to the export demand 
effect discussed earlier. For this reason, we measure E by total sectoral 
real expoi-ts (EP). 
C. The impovt cornpetition effect 
In our model, enhanced foreign competition is captured by ai1 increase 
in tlie sectoral output of a foreigii country j. With the aid of equations 
(l) and (9), we compute the impact of increased foreign output on 
sectoral employment of country i: 
As seen in  the above equation, this effect is negative. Moreover, the 
higher tlie foreign inarket share (as rneasured by P,T 1 E), the stronger 
the iiegative iinpact on domestic sectoral employment. In our einpir- 
ical work, we ineasure foreign import coiilpetition by the import pen- 
etration ratio which is defined  as iinports divided by  the difference 
between production aild net exports. D.  Th.eprodztctivity-related and total effects of  international trade on 
er??ployiner7t 
In our theoretica1 model, A, measures the impact of techiiology 
on employment. In  our empirica1 work,  we  want to  distinguish 
between the cases of labour-saving and labour-augmenting techno- 
logica1 progress. In addition, we need an indicator that captures 
the role of technology. Following a similar inethodology as Card 
et  al. (1999), we measure  the A,-variable of  expressioii  (9) by 
two productivity variables in the regression equation for sectoral 
einployment. The first variable we use is value added per worker 
(VA) which reflects  gaiils in average labour productivity. The other 
variable,  total  factor  productivity  (TFP)6, measures  gains  that 
raise productivity of al1 production  factors. Let PROD, represent 
the variable used (VA,  or TFP,) to predict the A,-variable of equation 
(9): 
(a- l).ln(A,)  =A.In(PROD,)+e,  (11) 
Based on equations (9) and (1 l), we specifj the sectoral employinent 
equation: 
in  (EhPL,,)  = a,,  +  P,  .  In (EXP,,)  +  X,  . In (IMP,,) 
+ vi.  ln(WAGE,,)  +  A,. ln(PRODi,)  + u,  i, 
In this expressioii, i aiid t now denote industry and time respectively, 
a,, refers  to  a dummy which  captures omitted iiidustry  specific 
effects and u,,, is the error terin which represents a combiilatioil of 
the error term of expression (11) and other error terms due to esti- 
ination of equatiori (12). This regression equation provides an esti- 
mate of  the  impact  of productivity  oii einploymeiit  which  is one 
aspect of the productivity effect of international trade on employment. 
Wlien  is positive, increases in productivity are labour-augmenting. 
If  Â  is negative, we  obtain the case of labour-saving productivity 
increases7. 
The other aspect of the productivity effect of international trade on 
einployment concerns the impact of trade integration on productivity. For this purpose, we introduce a second equation where productiviîy 
is regressed upon trade and other vai-iables: 
ln (PROD,,)  = a,?  +  P, .  ln (EXP,,)  +  1,.  In (IMP,,)  (13) 
+ 6,  . In (RD,,)  + @,  .PATl,  + p,  .  ln (CAP,,)  +  zl,,, 
Our main focus in equation (13) is on the regression coefficients for 
the export and import variable. These coefficients can be positive os 
negative depending on whether coinpanies successfully iinprove pro- 
ductivity when faced with international  conipetition os are instead 
stsuggling with internal restructuring. The CAP variable refers to the 
capital stock per employee and is incl~ided  because labour-saving tech- 
nologie~  are usually accompanied by investment in new machinery8. 
RD are R&D expenditures per employee which act as an input indi- 
cator of innovation and PAT are the relative granted patents which are 
a measure for innovative output9. 
Combining the two aspects just  mentioned yields the productivity 
effects of international trade on employment. For this pui-pose, it is 
useful to substitute equation (13) into equation (12): 
in (EMPL,,)  = a,  +  P.  In (EXP,,)  +  x.  In (IMP,,)  (14) 
In (  WA  GE,,) + 6.  In (RD,,)  + @.PAT,, 
q.  in (CAP,,)  + u,, 
with 
@=?.,  .Q2,  q=i,  .q2  and u,,=z~,l,+lul  .u2,, 
In this equation, the effect of an increase in export demand on 
einployment which occurs via an increase in productivity equals Â,.p2 
Analogously,  refers to the productivity effect of iilcreased iinport 
competition on employment. Equation (14) also yields the total impact 
of export deinand on einployment as ineasured by the p coefficient. This total effect is the surn of the expoi-t demand effect, B,, and tlie 
productivity  effect of the exports on einployment, Al.p2.  Siinilarly, 
X captures the total impact of iinpoi-t conipetition o11 trade and consists 
of the direct k,)  and the productivity induced effects (),,.X,) of iniport 
coiiipetition on sectoral emnployineiit. 
E. The hzanan capifcil effect 
To estiinate the hulnali capita1 effect we consider tlie einployment ratio 
of skilled and unsltilled workers (RELEMPL) as the dependent vari- 
able of tlie eniployment equation. Hence, we estimate: 
In (RELEMPL,?)  = cri  l '  + Pi  ' .  In (EXP,,)  +  '  .  In (IMPlt)  (1  5) 
If export growth os sharper import competition causes a shift towards 
more skilled labour, PI' and X,'  wil1 be positive. In our terminology, 
this means that these is evidence for a human capita1 effect of inter- 
national trade. A human capita1 effect of technology is observed when 
technological progress is biased against unskilled labour in wliich case 
l,,' can-ies a positive sign. 
IV.  AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 
A. Data description and econometric methodolog~i 
We  estimate regression  equations (12), (13) and (15) for tlie entire 
sample of industries. In addition, we classi@ industries as (i) tech- 
nology-iiitensive  sectors (ii) skill os iron-ski11 inteiisive scctors (iii) 
iiiipoi-t conipeting sectors (iv) industries with strong export orientation 
and (v) scale-intensive sectors. The niotivation for sectoral differen- 
tiation based on teclinology, skill, import and export orientation sliould 
be  clear from tlie  discussion in  Section 11.  Scale-intensive sectors 
account  for  a  substantial  share  of  Belgian  industrial production. 
They produce large output volumes to exploit economies of scale. 
To  do so, they invest heavily in labour-saving  and capital-intensive production inethods. A detailed description of the sectoral classiiica- 
tion is found in Appendix A. 
Our data set covers 9 sectors of the Belgian manufacturing  indus- 
try  classified  according  the  "Interiiatioiial  Standard  I~ldustrial 
Classificatioii"  (I.S.I.C.) during tlie period  1978-1994. The sources 
and construction of the data are discussed in Appeiidix A. Except 
import penetration  and relative  granted  patents,  a!l  variablcc  are 
de  flated. 
Like other trade-related  empirica1 work (e.g. Coe aiid Helpman 
(1995)), we first need to confiriii wliether our data are noiistationary. 
When tlie data are iionstationaiy, we need to use first differences for 
our estimatioiis. However, using first differences when variables turn 
out tû  be coiiltegrated ~iould  be counier-prod~ctive,  sinee tlie long- 
term relationship between these variables would becoine  obscured 
(Greene (1 997)). We  therefore perfonned several unit root aiid coin- 
tegration tests. First, we computed Dicltey-Fuller (DF) and Augniented 
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests  for the data of tlie individual industries. 
In general, these DF and ADF-tests show that the hypothesis of the 
presence  of a unit root cailnot be rejected. However, the power of 
these tests is very low since we are dealing with only seveilteen annual 
observations in our panel. The work of Im et al. (1996) shows DF and 
ADF tests  which  are  quite  easy  to  coinpute when  worlting  with 
panels with a smal1 time and cross-section dimension. Their tests are 
based on the inean of the unit root statistics of the individual indiis- 
tries. Using the unit root and cointegratioii tests based on tlie work of 
these authors, it tusns out that in general tlie hypotliesis of the pres- 
ence of a unit root of the different variables could not be rejected. 
Moreover,  the cointegration  tests  showed  that  the  error  terms  of 
the regressions  are  noiistationary  most  of tlie  tiiiie.  We  however 
decided to give the regression results as wel1 in levels as iii first dif- 
ferences (see Appeiidix B, C aiid D) since the econometrics on unit 
root and cointegratioii tests for panel data is still in progress aiid our 
enlphasis is on the theoretica1 model and the interpretation of the esti- 
mated coefficients. 
The eiiiployment and productivity regressioil equations constitute a 
recursive model because tlie productivity equation does not contaiii 
any endogenous variables from the labour demaiid equation, while 
this latter equation contains endogenous variables  coniiiig froin the 
fornier equation. More specifically, the employment equation depends 
on productivity  which  in turn  is explained by  a set of exogenous explanatory variables. To  capture in the enlployment equation only 
the pi-odz~ctivity  changes that are explained by import penetration, 
export demand, capital inte~~siiy  and techtlology variables, we use a 
two stage least squares approach by substituting tlie fitted values of 
the productivity measure obtained by the regressi011 results of equa- 
tion  (13)  int0  equation  (12). We  furthermore  use  a fixed effects 
approach. We deal witli an exliaustive sample and Wausman tests show 
that this fixed effects approach is, in comparison with the random 
effects, appropriate (Matyas and Sevestre (1996)). 
Early regression results pointed to autocorrelation. In order to com- 
bine two  stage  least  squares  with  a correction for  a~itocorrelation, 
we use the methodology of Fair (1970). The productivity equation 
is estiinated with the aid of a Cochrane-Orcutt iterative technique. 
In order to estimate the labour de~nand  equation, we first estimate equa- 
tion (13) without a correction for autoco~relation.  The fitted values of 
this equation are then substituted in equation (12). Then, this equation 
is als0 estimated with a Cochrane-Orcutt iterative method. When using 
this approach, the standard errors of the employinent equation are cor- 
rected for the use of the generated regressors froin the first stage. 
To check the robustness of our results, we performed several con- 
sistency checks which are not reported bilt can be obtained froin the 
authors. We  estiinated regressions taking lags of several explanatory 
variables. In our view, this was most of al1 necessary for the R&D 
variable because investments in R&D take a long tinse to mature. 
In general, our results did not significantly change when lagged vari- 
ables were introduced so that we present the estimation results with- 
out any lags. 
B. The export de~nar~d  efect 
One important theme of this paper is the contribution of international 
trade to total sectoral einployinent in the Belgian economy. Tables 
B.  1 .,  B.2., B.3. And B.4. (see Appendix B)  show the results for 
regression equation (12) expressed in levels aild first differences when 
using value added os total factor productivity as the productivity vari- 
able. The estimated results  of these tables are quite  satisfactory. 
Estimated coefficients of the export  demand, import penetration, 
productivity and labour cost variables usually caily the expected signs 
and are in most cases statistically  significant at tlie  conventional 
confidence levels. Table  1 focuses on the export demand effect in greater detail by 
presenting the regression coefficients for  P, in equation (12), usiiig 
various estiination techniques. This table shows evidence of a robust 
export deinand effect. For the hl1  industry sample and estimations in 
levels  (first differeilces), the elasticity of employment with respect 
to  exports is 0.16 (0.31) and 0.09  (0.20) depending  on whether 
respectively vahe added per employee or total factor productivity is 
used as the productivity variable. Wheii usiilg either the estimation 
results in levels os in first differeilces, statistically significant regres- 
sion coefficients for exports are in genera1 higher when VA  is used 
as the productivity variable. Comparing elasticities across the sec- 
toral disaggregates,  strong export deinand effects are found in the 
unskilled-intensive and import coinpeting sectors. 
To  get an idea of the importante of the export demand effect, we 
coinpute the accumulated expoi-t-induced employment creation iii the 
Belgian inanufacturing industry. Tentatively applying an elasticity of 
0.16 to the obsesved growth in real exports in the period  1978-1994, 
we obtain an accuinulated employment creation of manufacturing of 
158,169 jobs  for the whole period considered. This amounts to 19% 
of the average manufacturing  work force of 810,294 people during 
tliis period. This number is substantial and it is therefore unfortunate 
that the sectoral employment effects of export expansion receive scant 
attention in the trade-related literakire. 
TABLE 1 
Tlie export demand eflect 
VA  TFP 
levels  iïrst  levels  first 
differeilces  differeilces 
Al1 industries  0.  16**  0.3  1  *"  0.09""  0.20" 
Uiisl<illed sectors  0.20""  0.54**  0.15"  0.25" 
Skill-iilterisive sectoïs  0.15**  0.12**  0.11**  -0.51 
Export-oriented sectors  0.09**  0.37  0.09**  0.18 
Import competing sectors  0.20**  0.28  0.20**  0.19 
R&D-oïiented sectors  0.15"*  0.85  0.11**  0.28" 
Scale-intensive sectors  0.12""  0.44  0.12**  0.20" 
** sigiiificance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significante at the 10% level (two-tailed test) C.  The import coinpefition effect 
Turning to tlie import conipetition  effect in Table 2, job  destiuctioii 
due to iniport conipetition takes place but is in genera1 less drainatic. 
When value added per worker  is used in the estimations in levels 
(first differences),  an increase in import penetration by  10% causes 
total sectoral einployment to decrease by 0.4% (7.7%). For al1 indus- 
tries together, the estiiiiated regression coefficients are smaller when 
total factor productivity is used and eveii lose statistica1 significaiice 
for the estiinations in levels. Regardiilg sectoral variation, differences 
between estimation techniques prevent a clear picture. Statistically 
significant  regression  coefficients  range  from  -0.23  for  export- 
oriented sectors to -0.03  for the import competing sectors when usiiig 
estimations  in  levels.  Turning  to  estiinations  in  first  differences, 
the  statistically  significant  coefficients  lie between -0.50  for the 
uiiskilled-intensive sectors and -0.11  for the iinport competing sectors. 
Focusiiig again on the magnitude  of tlie employineiit adjustinents 
involved, we tentatively apply an elasticity to the observed growth in 
the import penetration ratio of -0.04.  Noting that in Belgium iniport 
penetratioii iii manufacturing  grew by 49% from 1978-  1994, iinport 
conipetitioii costs the jobs  of  16,034 workers  or  1% of the average 
inanufacturing labour force duriiig this period. Although some differ- 
ences between tlie different estiination techniques are present, tliis 
TABLE 2 
The inzport conzpetitioi~  effect 
VA  TFP 
levels  first  levels  first 
differences  differeilces 
Al1 industries  -0.04**  0.77""  0.04  -0.15** 
Uilskilled sectors  -0.03  0,50**  0.03  -0.14 
Skill-intensive sectors  -0.04"  -0.03  0.01  0.69 
Export-orieilted sectors  0.02  -0.32  -0.23**  -0.13 
Iinport coinpeting sectors  -0.03"  0  1  l **  -0.06*  -0.09 
R&D-orieiited sectors  -0.02  -0.82  -0.01  -0.18 
Scale-intensive  sectors  -0.005  -0.34  -0.20""  -0.13 
** signiíïcance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  sigriificance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) finding fits wel1 within the basic thrust of the literature that impoi-t 
competition is not the inain driving force of employment adjustinents. 
D.  Trade and productivip 
In the analysis of the productivity  effects of international trade and 
employment, one  important  condition  is  related  to  the impact  of 
exports and imports on productivity. The regression results of the pro- 
ductivity equation (13) are given in Tables C.I., C.2., (2.3. and C.4. 
and are suininarised in Tables 3 and 4. Froin Table 3, exports emerge 
as a statistically significant source of productivity  gains in al1 cases. 
The elasticity of VA  and TFP with respect to exports are respectively 
0.33 (0.37) and 0.82 (0.83) when estimations in levels (first differ- 
ences) are taken. The ranking of the sectoral aggregates varies depend- 
ing on which estimation method and productivity variable was cho- 
sen. Interesting and plausible are the consistently higher coefficients 
when the total factor productivity  variable is used. Export growth 
appears to raise the efficiency of both capita1 and labour such that the 
adjustment in labour productivity captures only one third to half of the 
gains in total factor productivity. 
Our  evidence for productivity  gains  from export growth  are in 
contrast with Bernard  and Jensen 's claim that in US manufactu- 
ring the causality goes the other way around. To  further check their 
TABLE 3 
The productivity effect of expovts 
VA  TFP 
levels  first  levels  first 
differences  differences 
Al1 industries  0.33**  0.37""  0.82""  0.83"" 
Unskilled sectors  0.46""  0.49""  0.83""  0.86"" 
Skill-intensi~e  sectors  0,29**  0.34*  0.83*"  0.83** 
Export-oriented sectors  0.27**  0.29**  0.88""  0.88"" 
Iinport con~peting  sectors  0.38**  0.41""  0.84""  0.83** 
R&D-oriented sectors  0.35""  0.37"  0.93""  0.97"" 
Scale-intensive sectors  0.33**  0.35""  0.94**  0.97** 
** significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) hypothesis  in  our  data  set,  we  ran  Granger  causality  tests  (see 
Appendix D) which however  show that the link between  exporting 
and productivity is not clear-cut for the Belgian economylO. 
Turning  to  the  productivity  effect  of  import  penetration  (see 
Table 4), we obtain negative regression coefficients that are als0 sta- 
tistically  significant in al1 cases. Large negative effects are Sound in 
the unskiiled-intensive, the export-oriented  and the R&D-intensive 
sectors. Opposite to Wood's hypothesis, we conclude that increased 
import  competition  causes  a  loss  in  productivity.  This  supports 
the view that conlpanies are unable to scale down their factor use at 
the  saine rate  as rising  foreign  competition reduces  their  scales. 
Restructuring is a difficult process in Belgium. 
As Lawrence (2000) points out, our results rnight reflrct reverse 
causation as the link between international trade and productivity can 
go in both directions. Import and export competition can trigger higher 
productivity, while in the mean time sectors confronted with falling 
(growing) productivity may tend to have high levels of import com- 
petition (exports). One way to deal with this reverse causation is the 
use of an instrumental variables (IV) approach. As suggested by the 
HOS theory, skill- and capital intensity fonn appropriate instruments 
(see Lawrence (1999)). Because  of data limitations, we have taken 
the lagged trade variables as instruments. The consistency checks indi- 
cate that the regression coefficients of the trade variables are no longer 
TABLE 4 
The productivi~  effect of import competitzon 
VA  TFP 
levels  first  levels  first 
differeiices  differences 
Al1 industries  -0.15""  -0.17""  -0.35**  -0.34** 
Unskilled sectors  -0.43""  -0.52""  -0.47""  0.48"" 
Skill-intensive sectors  -0.10**  -0.11**  0.33""  -0.33** 
Export-oriented sectors  -0.25""  -0.34""  0.66""  -0.67"" 
Import coinpeting sectors  -0.12**  0.10*  -0.22""  -0.18** 
R&D-oriented sectors  -0.34""  0.40""  -0.58""  -0.59"" 
Scale-intensive sectors  -0.26""  -0.37**  -0.64""  -0.65"" 
** significance at the 5% level (ho-tailed test) 
"  significance at tlie 10% level (ho-tailed test) significant, especially  when using estimations  in  first differences. 
As the standard en-ors of the IV-estiinates are quite high, the obtained 
regression results iniglit be attributed to the use of weak instniments". 
E. Pi*odz~ctivity  and ernploynzeizt 
The second condition for a meaningftll productivity effect of trade on 
employment  concerns  the  employinent  adjustment  to  productivity 
changes. To capture this relationship, we estimate equation (12) where 
we instruinent the productivity variable by using the fitted values for VA 
and TFP from the productivity regression (13). Based on the results in 
Appendix B, Table 5 presents the relevant information. We  obtain mod- 
erate to strong negative regression coefficients for the productivity effect 
on employment when value added per worker is used as the productiv- 
ity variable, in particular when the employment equation is estimated 
in first differences. With a few exceptions, we do not find a statistically 
significant relationship  between employment and productivity  when 
TFP is considered. Apparently, shocks that raise labour productivity 
are labour-saving, most of al1 in the export- and R&D-oriented sectors. 
But factor neutra1 productivity changes do not destroy jobs. 
F.  Productiviv-related aizd total effects oj'international tl~ade  on 
employment 
In Table 6 we bring together direct and productivity-induced  employ- 
ment  adjustments to export denlalid. We  first reproduce our earlier 
estiinates for the export demand where VA is used as the productivity 
variable. Subsequently, we compute the elasticities that measure the 
productivity effect of exports and import conlpetitioil on employment 
from the parameter  values reported  in earlier tablesI2. Since only 
changes in labour productivity affect employment, we only report esti- 
mates for the value added per worlter productivity variable. Finally, we 
calculate the total elasticities of respectively export demand and import 
competition on employinent by summing up the figures in the previ- 
ous two columns. 
Table 6 malces an interesting point. Export growth raises labour 
productivity which offsets part of the employment created by rising 
export demand. For the level estimates, export-induced gains in labour TABLE 5 
Pivdzrctivity arid er?zploy~zeizt 
VA  TFP 
levels  first  levels  first 
differences  differences 
Al1 industries  -0. 10""  -0.71 **  0.04  -0.15 
Unsltilled sectors  -0.15""  -1.07""  0.03  -0.14 
Skill-intensive sectors  -0.09  0.16""  -0.01  0.69 
Export-oriented sectors  0.23""  -1.15  -0.23""  -0.13 
Import competing sectors  -0.06"  -0.44""  0.06"  -0.09 
R&D-oriented sectors  -0.19""  -2.26  0.01  O.  18 
Scale-intensive sectors  -0.20""  -1.10  -0.20""  -0.13 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
"  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) 
TABLE 6 
The pi,oductii~zty  and total effects ofexports on employment witli  VA 
levels  first differences 
export  productivity-  total  export  productivity-  total 
deinand  related  effect  demand  related  effect 
effect  effect  effect  effect 
Al1 industries  0.16  -0.03  0.13  0.3  1  -0.26  0.05 
Unskilled- 
intensive  0.20  -0.06  0.14  0.54  -0.52  0.02 
Skill-intensive  0.15  -0.02  0.13  0.12  -0.05  -0.07 
Export-oriented  0.09  -0.06  0.03  0.37  -0.33  0.03 
Iinport 
coinpeting  0.20  -0.02  0.18  0.28  -0.18  0.10 
R&D-oriented  0.15  -0.06  0.09  0.85  -0.83  -0.02 
Scale-intensive  0.12  -0.06  O.  11  0.44  -0.38  0.06 
productivity  destroy  approximately  one  out  of  five jobs  created 
by  export  expansion  in  al1  industries.  The  other  level  estimates 
vary  according  sectoral  aggregates.  In  the  export-oriented  and 
scale-intensive sectors, about half of the jobs  gained by the export 
demand effect  are  lost because  of the export-related productivity eftect. 'lhese productivity effects are much stronger when usiilg first 
differences in the estimations. This reduces considerably the positive 
employinent effects of an expansion in export demaild. 
In Table 7 we provide similar infoimation for the iinport competi- 
tion variable. Tlie positive productivity effect of iinport competition 
oil einploymeilt is not as intuitive as the jobs lost when exporting films 
adopt more efficient technologies. Most pla~isibly,  we are capturing the 
lay-offs prevented by the iilability of companies -  when faced with 
stronger iinport competition -  to smoothly readjust their labour force 
to falling output levels. In a number of cases, the productivity effect 
is relatively large in coinparison with the impost competition effect. 
This explains why the total effect of import competition is positive in 
a number of sectoral disaggregates. 
G. The human capital effect 
Appendix E reports the estimation results for regression equation (15) 
which  explain the relative einployment of skilled versus unskilled 
employees as (iinperfectly) ineasured by non-production and produc- 
tion workers. On the whole, the regressions do not refoi~n  as wel1 as 
the total employment equations. Iinpost penetration, export expansioii 
TABLE 7 
The pi*odzlctivi~  nnd total effects of import conzpetition OM emplo.vinent  with VA 
levels  first differences 
iinport  productivity-  total  import  productivity-  total 
compe-  related  effect  compe-  related  effect 
titioii  effect  tition  effect 
eff'ect  effect 
Al1 iildustries  -0.04  0.01  -0.03  0.77  0.12  0.65 
Unskilled- 
intensive  0.03  0.06  0.03  -0.50  0.55  0.05 
Slcill-intensive  0.04  0.009  0.03  -0.03  0.01  -0.02 
Export-oriented  0.02  0.05  0.07  -0.32  0.39  0.07 
Import 
competing  -0.03  0.007  -0.02  -0.1 1  0.04  0.07 
R&D-oriented  -0.02  0.06  0.04  0.82  0.90  0.08 
Scale-intensive  -0.005  0.05  -0.04  0.34  0.40  0.06 aild the productivity variables do not explain a major share of  the rel- 
ative employment evolution of skilled and unskilled workers. In fact, 
the relative wage cost of the two types of workers, as measured by the 
RELWAGE  variable,  plays  a  greater  role  in  their  employment 
prospects. 
V.  CONCLUSION 
This paper deals with the sectoral employment effects of international 
trade in Belgiuin. It offers several contributions to the rapidly expand- 
ing literature on trade, technology and employinent. 
First, we provide evidence that trade matters for Belgian einploy- 
ment. With this finding, we go against the trust of tlie US-focused lit- 
erature which attributes only a secondary role to trade-related labour 
market adjustments. The fact that Belgium is more open undoubtedly 
explains part of this result. But we als0 believe that, in a European 
context with rigid labour markets and liniited inter-sectoral labour 
reallocation,  our  modelling  of  sectornl  employment  adjustinents 
explains why we observe significant trade-related employment effects. 
Most importantly, our empirica1 work highlights the importance of 
export growth as a key engine of job creation. This point is often lost 
in the literature which focuses heavily on the detrimental impact of 
increased import competition on employment and wages. 
As a second contribution, this paper puts in doubt the distinction 
between trade and ter,hnology as independent sorirces of employmeiit 
changes. In Belgiuin, international  trade affects productivity. More 
specifically, rising export deinand increases labour and total prod~ic- 
tivity, a point frequently made by Belgian business leaders. By con- 
trast, sectors confronted with increased import coinpetition experience 
a decline in productivity indicating that the reductioil  in factor use 
does iiot keep up with the loss in market share. This scenario of inflex- 
ible sectoral restructuring is consistent with the conventional view that 
European labour markets are rigid and constrained by stringent hiring 
and firiilg conditions. 
The consequences  for employinent of this relationship  between 
trade and productivity  lead to  a third major theiiie  of this paper. 
We show that employment responds to trade-induced changes in aver- 
age labour productivity. The possibility of such an indirect techilology- 
related  link  from international  trade  to  employinent  was  already emphasised by autilors such as Wood. Uur contribution is to develop 
and to apply a framework that quantifies this productivity  effect of 
international trade on einployment. Perhaps the most strikiiig outcoine 
of this empirica1 exercise is that part of the employment created by an 
expansion of export demand is neutralised by the negative  einploy- 
ment  effect  of an  export-induced  increase  in  labour productivity. 
Interestingly, this  suggests  that  export  growth  rather  tlian  import 
competition encourages tlie introductioii of labour-saviiig production 
inetliods that are so cominon in European industry. 
A fourth and final issue concern the focus on relative instead of 
total eniployment adjustments in an economy with imperfectly func- 
tioning labour inarkets. At inost, we obtain weak evidence for the 
trade-related shifts in the relative employment of skilled and unskilled 
workers that are emphasised in the literature. This may be due to the 
flaws of using data on production and non-production workers as an 
indicator for skill. Or it may reflect the fact that workers do not eas- 
ily reallocate across sectors and remain unemployed for long periods 
of time. 
The  results  of this  paper  leave  open  several  paths  for  future 
research. One suggestion is to geographically disaggregate trade flows 
to analyse the contribution  of various  trading partners  to  sectoral 
employment  changes. An  another  promising  route  is  to  consider 
the hypothesis of rigid labour inarkets by directly analysing data on 
inter-sectoral enlployinent flows (see Berman et al. (1994)) and on 
inter-firm labour reallocation  (see Antelius  and Lundberg (2000)). 
We  intend to address these issues in fiihire work. 
APPENDIX A 
Our data set covers 9 sectors of the manufacturing sector which are classified according 
to the "International  Standard Industrial Classification"  (ISIC) revision 2: food, beverages 
and tobacco (ISIC 3 l), textiles,  apparel and leather (ISIC 32), wood products  and fumi- 
ture (ISIC 33), paper, paper products and printing (ISIC 34), chemica1 products (ISIC 35), 
non-metallic inineral products (ISIC 36), basic rnetal industries (ISlC 37), fabricated metal 
products (ISIC 38) and otlier maliufachiring  (ISIC 39). 
The data for employinent, labour costs, import, export, production and value added are 
obtained  from the OECD Stan Database for Industrial Analysis  (1997). The data  for 
eiiiployment cover the nuniber of employees as wel1 as self-einployed, working proprietors 
and unpaid family workers. The gross wage data per erilployee cover wages and various 
supplements such as employer's coinpulsory pension or medical payments. Except for the 
iinport penetration and the relative granted patents, al1 variables are expressed in constant 
prices.  The deflators are calculated with the aid of value added in current and  constant 
prices per industry. For productivity. we have two variables: value added per worker arid total factor pro- 
ductivity wliich are transformed into indices where 1990 is tlie base year. Tlie percentage 
change of the total factor productivity can be expressed as follows: 
In tliis expression, ilie iirst terni refers to the percentage change in ilie output-labour  ratio. 
In  the second teriii, a  refers to the capital share in production. Tlierefore, (I -  a)  refers io 
tlie labour share in production wliicli  is calculated as the share of labour costs in value 
added. For some sectors, labour costs exceed value added due to tlie existence of e.g. losses 
in these sectors or because the industry receives  significant net subsidies. Therefore, an 
average is ~alculated~~.  (K -  L) refers to tlie percentage change in the capital-labour ratio. 
The gross  capital  stock  data  are  expressed  in  1990 prices  aiid  are  obtained  from 
tlie International Sectoral Data Base froni the OECD Statistical Compendiuin  199812. 
OLI~  patent variable rneasures the relative granted patents.  Under relative  granted 
patents. we understaiid the granted patents in one industry relative to al1 granted patents 
in a certain year. The patent data cover patents within the EP0  (European Patent Office). 
The classification is the International Patent Classification (IPC). The conversion to the 
ISIC-classification  is computed with the aid of tlie conversion table of Verspagen, van 
Moergastel and Slabbers (1994). The data for expenditures in R&D are obtained froin 
"Research  and Developinent Expenditure  in Industry"  of the O.E.C.D. (1995) for the 
period  1978-1991 and tlie  D.T.W.C. (Dienst voor wetenschappelijke, Technische en 
Culturele Aangelegenheden) for the period  1994-1995. The data for 1987-1991 are con- 
verted froni tlie I.S.I.C. revision 3 to the I.S.I.C. revision 2 according to tlie conversion 
table in O.E.C.D. (1994). For certain industries, no conversion was possible. The data 
from 1994-1995 are classifíed according the N.A.C.E.-BEL. They are converted accord- 
ing the same conversion table. With tlie aid of a spline interpolation technique, missing 
observations are filled in. Furthermore, the expenditures for R&D are deflated with tlie 
aid of the above described deflators. 
As a nieasure for sltilled and uiiskilled labour, the non-manual and niaiiual workers are 
taken. These data come from the "Rijksdienst voor Sociale Zekerheid" and cover tlie period 
1978-1991.14 For the wage costs of these workers, we take the total ariiount of declared 
wages in a certain year. The amount of declared wages are publislied in "Het Jaarverslag 
van de Rijksdienst voor Sociale Zekerheid".  Tlie conversion iron1 ihe N.A.C.E. 70 to the 
1.Sl.C.-classification occurs with tlie aid of the conversion table of Scliuniacher (1992). For 
the sector I.S.I.C. 37 both the codes 21 and 22 of the N.A.C.E. classification  are used. 
Here, we describe tlie disaggregation of tlie total sample of industries. Tlie cutting point 
occurs at tlie cliedian. 
1.  Skill-infensive and z~nskilled  indzufries: The classification according to skill and non- 
sltill  intensive sectors is coniputed witli tlie  aid of tlie ratio of inanual versus non- 
nianual workers in 1992. The skill-inteiisive sectors are: food, beverages and iobacco; 
paper, paper products aiid printing; chemica1 products and other inanufacturing. 
2.  Export-orientedsecfors: By the export share, we inean the export of a certain indus- 
try relative to the export of al1 industries in 1992. The high exporting sectors are tlie 
sectors with tlie four highest shares: food, beverages and tobacco; chemica1 products; 
basic nietal industries and fabricated metal products. 
3.  Technology-intel7sive sectors: The technology intensity of a sector in  1991 is com- 
puted as the total expenditures in R&D relative to the production in this sector. Tlie 
high technology sectors are: cheinical products; non-nietallic inineral products; basic 
metal products and fabricated nietal products. 4.  Scnle-i~ztensive  sectors: The classification according scale intensity is based on an arti- 
cle of the Corniiiission of European Communities (1988). The following sectors are 
sectors with high  economies of scale: paper,  paper products and printilig; chemica1 
products; basic nietal industries and fabricated metal products. 
5  I1i2poi.t conipetingsectors:  As import competing sectors, we take tlie four sectors with 
the highest import penetrati011 ratios in  1992. The import penetration ratio is defined 
as the iinports divided by  tlie difference between production and net exports. These 
four sectors are: textiles, apparel and leather; fabricated metal products; basic inetal 
industries and other inanufacturiilg. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE B. 1 
Tlie regressrolz restilis of  ihe ernploj~nzent  eqzratloii 
witlz  VA estlrnaied  117  levels 
In(1MP)  In(EXP)  ln(WAGE)  In(VA)  R2 
Al1 industries  -0.04**  0.  16"*  -0.15**  -0.10**  0.99 
(-2.09)  (5.20)  (-4.55)  (-3.70) 
Unskilled 
sectors  -0.03  0.20**  -0.16**  -0.15**  0.99 
(-0.50)  (4.11)  (-3.58)  (-3.87) 
Skill-intensive 
sectors  -0.04*  0.15**  -0.15**  -0.09  0.99 
(-  1.86)  (3.25)  (-2.94)  (-2.02) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  0.02  0.09**  0.07**  0.23**  0.99 
(0.47)  (2.50)  (-2.19)  (-4.70) 
Import 
competing sectors  0.03*  0.20**  -0.19**  -0.06*  0.99 
(-1.68)  (4.52)  -4.59)  (-  1.79) 
R&D-oriented 
sectors  -0.02  0.15**  -0.11**  -0.19**  0.99 
(-0.42)  (3.22)  (-2.69)  (-4.40) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  -0.005  0.12**  -0.10**  -0.201*  0.99 
(-0.09)  (3.02)  (-2.89)  (-4.48) 
**  significante at tlie 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  signitïcance at tlie 10% level (two-iailed test) TABLE B.2 
The regression ueszilts of the en~ploymetit  equntion 
with  VA estinzated  i11 Jirst drffereences 
In(1MP)  ln(EXP)  In(WAGE)  ln(VA)  R' 
All industries  -0.17**  0.31**  -0.04  -0.71**  0.24 
(-3.33)  (3.85)  (-0.77)  (-3.72) 
Unskilled sectors  -0.50  0.54**  -0.007  -1.07**  0.27 
(-3.11)  (3.42)  (-0.08)  (-3.30) 
Skill-inteilsive 
sectors  -0.03  0.12**  -0.13**  -0.16**  0.44 
(-  l .44)  (2.66)  (-2.56)  (-2.17) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  -0.32  0.37  -0.03  -1.15  0.27 
(-0.86)  (0.98)  (-0.43)  (-0.85) 
Inlport competing 
sectors  -0.11**  0.28  -0.08*  -0.44**  0.36 
(-3.16)  (4.53)  (-1.91)  (-3.74) 
R&D-orieiited 
sectors  -0.82  0.85  -0.04  -2.26  0.18 
(-0.74)  (0.73)  (-0.23)  (-0.67) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  -0.34  0.44  -0.09  -1.10  0.28 
(-0.70)  (0.77)  (- 1.20)  (-0.65) 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the  10% level (two-tailed test) TABLE B.3 
TIE r.egr.ession r.esitlts oj'tl~e  enipIoj,nzent eqzcntion 
ivith TFP estimnted in leileis 
ln(1MP)  In(EXP)  In(WAGE)  Iii(VA)  R- 
Al1 ind~istries  -0.01  0.09""  -O.IS**  0.04  0.99 
(-0.74)  (2.48)  (-4.25)  (-1.61) 
Uiiskilled sectors  -0.06  0.15""  -0.14**  0.03  0.99 
(-0.98)  (2.38)  (-2.80)  (0.46) 
Skill-intensive 
sectors  -0.02  0.1 1""  -0.15"  -0.01  0.99 
(- 1.24)  (2.40)  (-2.95)  (-0.39) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  0.02  0.09**  -0.07**  -0.23**  0.99 
(0.47)  (2.50)  (-2.19)  (-4.70) 
Import coinpeting 
sectors  0.03"  0.20"*  -0.19**  -0.06"  0.99 
(-  1.68)  (4.52)  (-4.59)  (-  1.79) 
R&D-oriented 
sectors  -0.08  0.11""  -0.10**  0.01  0.99 
(- 1.34)  (2.04)  (-2.17)  (0.50) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  -0.005  0.12**  -0.10""  -0.20**  0.99 
(-0.09)  (3.02)  (-2.89)  (-4.48) 
*"  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
"  significance at the  10% level (two-tailed test) TABLE B.4 
Tlw vegvessior7 1.eslr1f.s  of the en~ployilieiit  equation 
izith TFP estimated injìvst ~lifeveiices 












**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the  10% level (two-tailed test) APPENDIX  C 
TABLE C.l 
The regression resulfs of the pl.oductivity  equafion 
~6th  VA estzrnated in levels 
In(1MP)  In(EXP)  In(R&D)  PAT  In(CAP)  R' 
Al1 industries  -0.15** 
( -4.07) 
Unskilled 
sectors  -0.43** 
(-4.35) 
Skill-intensive 
sectors  -0.10** 
(-2.46) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  -0.25** 
(-2.67) 
Import competing 
sectors  -0.12** 
(-2.56) 
R&D-oriented 
sectors  -0.34** 
(-3.37) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  -0.26** 
(-2.54) 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) TABLE C.2 
The regression results of the productivio~  eqzration 
ivith VA estimated in$rst  diffeeïennces 
ln(1MP)  In(EXP)  In(R&D)  PAT  In(CAP)  R2 
All industries  -0.17** 
(-4.09) 
Unskilled 
sectors  -0.52"* 
(-5.46) 
Skill-intensive 
sectors  -0.11"" 
(-2.01) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  -0.34** 
(-3.90) 
Import competing 
sectors  -0.10* 
(- 1.82) 
R&D-oriented 
sectors  -0.40** 
(-4.21) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  -0.37** 
(-3.85) 
0.005  0.003 
(O. 19)  (0.02) 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) TABLE C.3 
The I-egi-essioii  re.sií1ts of tlze pivdíctivit)'  eqzrrition 
















**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) TABLE C.4 
Tlie regressiori r.eszilts of the pi,on'~rctivi?  eqzrntiot7 
ii,ith TFP estin7nted i17Jirst diffeel-erices 
ln(1MP)  In(EXP)  ln(R&D)  PAT  R' 
All industries  -0,34**  0.83**  0.01  0.05  0.84 
(-  11.52)  (23.95)  (0.79)  (0.62) 
Unskilled 
sectors  -0.48**  0.86**  0.01  0.02  0.88 
(-8.  l l)  (20.45)  (1.02)  (0.25) 
Sltill-intensive 
sectors  -0.33**  0.83""  0.01  0.  15  0.82 
(-7.61)  (15.02)  (0.37)  (0.89) 
Export-oriented 
sectors  -0.67""  0.88**  0.10**  0.05  0.90 
(-10.26)  (18.65)  (3.38)  (0.70) 
Import con~peting 
sectors  0.18**  0.83**  -0.04  -0.08  0.92 
(-5.45)  (2 1.62)  (-  1.45)  (-0.74) 
R&D-oriented 
sectors  -0.59**  0.97**  0.02  0.09  0.91 
(-9.76)  (21.30)  (0.90)  (1.30) 
Scale-intensive 
sectors  0.65**  0.97**  0.03  0.06  0.91 
(-10.72)  (23.04)  (1.35)  (1.05) 
**  signitïca~ice  at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significante at the 10% level (two-tailed test) APPENDIX D 
TABLE D.  1 
Granger causallty tests between exporfzng and productivzty 
levels  first differences 
In(EXP),,  -0.05 
(-0.83)  (0.26) 
In(EXP),,  -0.03 
(-0.53)  (-0.80) 
R2  0.99 
F-test  2.10 
Observations 135 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) 
F-test for testing Granger causality APPENDIX E 
TABLE E.  I 
The hzrman capita1 effect 
Estimations with VA 
In levels  -0.39** 
(-8.99) 
In first 
differences  -0.39** 
(-7.42) 
Estimations with TFP 
In levels  -0.03 
(-  1  .55) 
In first 
differences  -0.02 
(-1.16) 
**  significance at the 5% level (two-tailed test) 
*  significance at the 10% level (two-tailed test) 1.  These  figures  are  obtained  froni  the  OECD  Main  Econornic  Indicators  (see 
http:l/www.oecd.org). 
2  National Bank of Belgiurn, Belgostat data. 
3.  Davis (1998) drops the hypothesis of full eniployment by considering ininimum wages. 
4.  Examples of tliis approach  are Lawrence and Slaughter (1993) and Leainer (1996). 
For a survey see Slaughter (1998). 
5.  See for instance Borjas, Freeinan and Katz (1991) and Wood (1994). 
6.  The construction of this variable is discussed in Appendix A. 
7.  According to expression (9), it is also clear that the wage elasticity should be nega- 
tive. Also remark that the capital costs are omitted from tlie regression  equation. 
Capita1 costs can however be captured  by  time  dummies. Introducing  these tinie 
d~iininies  did not significantly change our results. Therefore, we did not include tinie 
duinmies in our regression equations. 
8.  Note that when we use tlie total factor productivity variable, capital per einployee wil1 
nol be included in the regression equation because this last variable is included in the 
total factor productivity variable. 
9.  Uiider relative granted patents.  we understand  the granted patents  in a certain  year 
relative to the total graiited patents in that year. Note that tliis variable is not expressed 
in logarithms because for certain years the data show a value of O.  However, as pointed 
out by Lanjouw et al. (1998) and Griliches (1990), patents are an imperfect ineasure 
for innovative  output. The niain reason  is that they protect  innovations of different 
importance. 
10. These test were robust to different lag lengths of independent variables in the Granger 
regression  equation. 
I I. Especially for the data in first  differences, the correlation  between tlie current and 
lagged trade variables is extremely weak. This is a possible indicator of weak instru- 
mental variables. This effect is not estimated directly co that no statistical significante 
tests can be reported. 
12. Another way to  calculate  thc  cost shares  of  capital  is  to  construct  a  figure  Tor 
capita1 services using the concept of iiser cost of capital (see Griliches and Ringstad 
(1971)). 
13  We  have chosen this period, hecaiise after this period tbe classification has changed 
froin the NACE-70 to the NACE-BEL  Conversion between these two classificatioiis 
is still very diffïcult 
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